Cloud Security with ViBE

ViBE secures your communications
channel and optimises your bandwidth.

Delivering Cloud
Security with ViBE
Securing communications between internet sites or hosted applications
and individual end users is now an urgent concern for most Corporations
and Governments, globally. ViBE can solve this problem through its
secure scalable technology deployment in the Cloud.
ViBE is a Cloud based VPN technology being deployed to ensure the integrity of your
communications from any third party threat. ViBE servers installed in the Cloud will
establish secure Virtual Private Network (VPN) tunnels to ViBE enabled devices at any
remote site.
While ViBE is delivering secure connections between the Cloud and any number of end
devices the system is, at the same time, optimising bandwidth and prioritising real-time
applications such as Voice and Video. All communications between these sites made
through the ViBE tunnel will benefit from the wide range of features ViBE can deliver.
ViBE equipped mainstream sites with suitable bandwidth can easily ensure Security is
delivered through:
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Patented Multiplexing technology
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VPN ViBE services
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AES 128 bit Encryption
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Specific ViBE features:
-

Random allocation of traffic over IP address range

-

Random allocation of traffic over Port range

-

Ability to transmit Voice (UDP) as ICMP or TCP

-

Ability to split data flow to go down one pipe and return on another

		

Mixing of traffic with other applications such as streaming and web browsing to
hide traffic

-

Ensuring your traffic does not fit “normal traffic profiles”
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REMOTE OFFICES
Remote sites with limited bandwidth can utilize all of the above
features but also take advantage of features within ViBE to
increase the available bandwidth through “bonding ”multiple
bandwidths together; including Satellite, Mobile (3/4G). The
ViBE solution has inherent features built in to improve quality on
lines where normally voice communications would fail and data
applications would struggle.

To find out more about
Cloud security from ViBE
call: +44 (0) 1473 359811 or
email: sales@voipex.co.uk

ViBE delivers a secure Cloud solution with multiple failover
capabilities, packet loss management and jitter eradication,
to ensure superior voice communication quality.
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